optimization problem generates a vector of open-loop controls and optimal state trajectories.
A general way to make a UAV to fly along a reference trajectory is to design guidance algorithms in the horizontal and vertical planes separately. In this case, the vertical guidance is for terrain following or to achieve the height trajectory while the horizontal guidance is often designed for threat avoidance, terrain masking, or arriving at the target location at the desired time [2] . Following the trajectory optimization stage, it is necessary to design a feedback controller to track the reference trajectory on-line. This feedback controller must be robust against disturbances (e.g. winds), measurement noises, and modeling errors. In this manuscript, after introducing different layers of a terrain following problem for a UAV, the use of 2 / HH ¥ robust controller is examined to track the reference path. However, before the controller design, the UAV system should be modeled properly.
Today, there are several techniques, which address system identification and controller design for UAVs [3] . A comprehensive effort towards identifying UAV models is currently being studied at the Texas A&M University [4, 5] . Balakrishnan and Wang have used the Texas A&M model to develop a gain-schedule controller [6, 7] .
Many techniques for the controller design are developed in literatures such as the feedback linearization [8] , the sliding-mode controller [9] , the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) [2] , and the model predictive controller [10, 11] . While these control techniques sometimes can be proven to work (i.e., stabilize the system or provide acceptable performances), they can be quite conservative, especially when uncertainties in the model and disturbance signals are considered.
A number of papers tackle only longitudinal problems (e.g. the height, the forward position, and the pitch angle). The focus of this research is on the waypoint tracking in the vertical plane. An optimal preview controller for the longitudinal flying in the vehicle guidance problem is defined and solved in [12] using the LQR framework and state-space augmentation techniques similar to those first used by Tomizuka [13, 14] . In this method, the vehicle uses a preview controller to track a pre-computed optimal trajectory. A tracking error of just 20m is reported for a preview length of 1.6km with 600 preview points and a nominal speed of 272 m/s. Farooq et al. [15] extend this work to the output feedback case. Li et al. [16] consider another full information longitudinal guidance problem, where the authors design an optimal version of the preview controller to track the reference trajectory. Tracking of longitudinal trajectories is considered by Paulino et al. in [17] and [18] for an underwater autonomous vehicle and a helicopter, respectively. In all these researches, the optimal preview control is proved to work for the tracking problem. Cohen and Shked [19] have focused on H ¥ version of the preview control. They present the linear discreet time H ¥ solution for the output tracking. Hazell and Limbeer [20, 21] have cast the problem in a unified framework where the continuous and discreet time 2 H and H ¥ solution are derived using calculus of variations.
The controller design methodology in this paper addresses a systematic robust controller design problem for a longitude trajectory-tracking controller. Existing system identification techniques are integrated with the controller design process. The contribution of this research are three folds: 1) describing a total system architecture for modular layers of the terrain following problem for the UAV, 2) a systematic robust controller design procedure for the nonlinear UAV model, and 3) a systematic method for selecting the robust controller weighting function.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system architecture for the modular layer of UAVs in the terrain following flight. Sections III and IV present the system identification and the robust tracking design method, respectively. Section V explains application of the derived strategy to a nonlinear UAV system. Section VI reviews the optimal preview controller. Section VII illustrates Simulation results of the proposed robust controller and the preview controller. Finally, section VIII provides discussions and draws conclusions.
II.

Problem Statement and Method of Solution
As shown in Fig. 1 [23] . For the UAV equipped with the standard autopilot, the resulting autopilot models of UAV are assumed first order for the heading and second order for the altitude [24] .
Fig, 1: System Modular Architecture
In the reminder of this paper, the focus is on the longitude autopilot design for holding the reference altitude based on the assumption that the UAV is equipped with sensors, which can provide the actual altitude height of the terrain beneath the flight.
Hence, the control-oriented goal is to design the altitude controller. To this end, a robust controller for the nonlinear UAV system will be designed. The design process combines a common technique for the system identification and a controller synthesis process into a complete systematic procedure. The process is broken into two distinct parts: system identification and controller synthesis. First, a mathematical nonlinear system for the fixed-wings UAV is considered here. Then, using the system identification methods, a series of linear models around the operation points will be extracted. 
while the tracking deviation constraint is
where e(t) is the tracking error of the close-loop system and k and d are positive constants. The specific goal in this paper is to design a feedback controller that meets close-loop performance specifications given in Eqs. (1) and (2).
III. System Identification
To design a robust controller, the linear dynamic model of the plant will be estimated using input-output data of the system. Nonlinear plant will be stimulated using chirp signals (other frequency-rich signals could also be selected) with frequencies around the operation frequency of the flying vehicle. The resulted inputoutput data are used to estimate parameters of linear models. Different criteria such as minimum norm of the error, the frequency and time response of model are used to select the fittest linear models at each operation conditions. These estimations create a family of experimental linear models representing different operation conditions. Additive or multiplicative uncertainty can be selected to capture uncertainties of the plant.
Assuming multiplicative uncertainties, the uncertain plant model is
where 0 () Ps is the selected nominal plant, D is an allowable variable stable transfer function satisfying
and 2 () Ws is a fixed stable transfer function, which may be determined by [26] 2 0
Further discussion on this subject may be found in [26] . The Uncertainty weighting function provides the upper norm bound on system uncertainties. It is advantageous to select 0 () Ps such that it minimizes the uncertainty weighting of the plant, ultimately leading to a less conservative design.
The next section presents synthesis of a robust controller for the equivalent linear system. incorporates performance weights into the feedback structure for the tracking problem [27] . 
IV.
Tracking Controller
where ĥ h =L in which L is a scaling constant, which justifies the enforcement of time domain specifications through frequency domain amplitude constant and 0 () Ts is the complimentary sensitivity function of the nominal system
Proof. Appling change of variables, the proof is similar to the proof given by Franchek for selection of the weighting function of the regulation control H ¥ [25] . W Theorem 2. Assume the feedback system in Fig. 2 V.
Implementation of Robust Altitude Controller Design
A. Nominal Plant and Uncertainty Function of UAV
A model of the UAV dynamic is required for the altitude controller design. To this point, a nonlinear mathematical representation of the UAV system is needed. In this work, the method used to derive the motion equation of fix wings UAV closely follows that of the reference [28] . The model is developed based on some simplifications. The first simplification is to decouple the velocity equation. It is assumed that the velocity is controlled independently and the thrust may be regulated to follow a prescribed velocity profile using the autopilot, as the velocity profile might need to be tightly controlled due to tactical requirements. More precisely, the velocity affects the turn radius and hence, the pitch acceleration demand. The second simplification is to remove the downrange effects ( xy R ) from equations. This is because it is more convenient the independent variable in differential equations to be the downrange rather than the time. The downrange is a monotone variable and is a suitable choice of the independent variable.
The time-to-downrange transformation is simple and is implemented by dividing each equation by the downrange rate [12] . This simplification reduces the state dimension and the state vector. After considering several Cartesian coordinate systems for the UAV modeling, the following nonlinear UAV model in the state space can be derived: ,,, hq qa ) is considered here, the interaction of other channels with the model is not neglected (i.e. the effects of ,,, prbf on the elevation channel has also been taken into account). Equation (12) is non-minimum phase and unstable. To identify the system, a
Banded-Input-Banded-Output (BIBO) system is required. By selecting 0.002 k =-as the feedback gain, linear identification of the BIBO close-loop system can be assured.
As it was mentioned in Section III, chirp signals with frequencies from 0.1 Hz to 5 Hz (as shown in Table I ) are applied as frequency-rich inputs to the close loop-system.
The results implicated by the Box Jenkins (BJ) [29] linear model yields acceptable estimation of the actual dynamic of the system. The norm of error between the BJ models and the actual system is illustrated in Table I .
The frequency response of these models is shown in Fig. 4 . It is clear from the frequency responses that a time delay exists in the system. This delay is associated with the non-minimum phase nature of the aerial vehicle. The delay may be incorporated into the nominal plant by the Padé approximation. However, the Padé approximation would increase the order of the nominal plant and therefore, a higher-order controller would be needed. In this paper, the delay will be incorporated into the uncertainty weighting function as discussed by Dole et al. in [26] . 
B. Weighting Function Selection
Now the nominal plant and uncertainty function have been identified, the 2 / HH ¥ altitude controller may be synthesized. The block diagram of the closed-loop altitude controller can be written in the form shown in Fig. 2 and with the proper selection of weighting functions, transformed into the form shown in Fig. 3 .
The control orientated goal is to design a tracking controller which maximizes the system responsiveness to a reference path while minimizes the control effort. Therefore, Theorems 1 and 2 are implemented to determine the proper weighting function while specification for the time domain tracking deviation (d ) is set to a relatively large value. The specification for the time domain control effort (k ) depends on the actuator deflection and is selected equal to 0.6 rad., which is assumed to be the maximum allowable deflection of the elevator.
In order to implement Theorems 1 and 2, the reference dynamic () R Gs must be defined first. The reference dynamic for this application are selected to capture the reference command dynamic in a slightly larger frequency range than the plant would respond, i.e. 
The maximum value of ĥ (i.e. the maximum allowable altitude above the terrain according to the flight mission) was found to be 120. Hence, According to (10) 
Implementation results of the controller on the nonlinear model are presented in Section VII.
VI. Designing Optimal Preview Controller
In this section, the methodology of designing an optimal preview controller, which has found more popularity recently in the control of flying vehicles in terrain following flight, is briefly reviewed [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Then, the results will be compared with results of the proposed robust controller. To implement an optimal preview controller, it is necessary to linearize the nonlinear model of UAV in Eq. (12) (18) For the operating point, it is assumed that the altitude is equal to 60 m and the velocity is equal to 0.52 mach (~172m/s); other parameters are given in Table II . It can be easily verified that the linearized system is controllable as well as observable. The linearized system matrices (A, B, C, D) then are discredized using the zero-order-hold method with the sampling time of 0.01 sec. Equations of the discrete-time system can be expressed as
where A, B, and C are the discrete-time system matrices and D = 0.
As it was mentioned before, the goal of this paper is to track a desired height profile.
This requirement is formulated by the following infinite horizon cost function: matrices Q and R penalize the tracking error and the control energy, respectively.
Matrices of the discrete-time system can be augmented by a command generator system, which models the preview part of the system as 
The tracking error can now be written as
With these definitions, the cost function can be expressed in terms of the augmented system as
The problem is a discrete linear quadratic regulator problem and the standard theory [31] can be invoked to obtain the solution as 
The use of the augmented system induces partitioning of S. If S is partitioned as 
The gain K 1 is just the standard LQR gain for the plant-only system and is thus independent of the preview system. The gain sequence 2 K is multiplied by () 
[ ]
By substituting (36) and (32) into (31), the partition S 12 can be expressed as 1 12 (),1,...,.
TiT iCp
Expression (37) is a recursive solution used to obtain the S 12 partition. Once S 12 is computed, the preview gain sequence can be calculated using (30) . The amount of the required preview depends on the closed-loop poles, which are the eigenvalues of C F .
For fast closed-loop poles, the preview horizon can be reduced. The poles of C F are always inside the unit circle and the preview gain will decay to zero. After three to five closed-loop time constants, there is little benefit in increasing the preview length further.
The simulations were implemented on the nonlinear model, which includes actuator dynamics with angle limits of 0.6 rad. Tuning of the preview length p N and the weighting matrices Q and R are required. A preview length of 600 samples, Q = 50.0 and R = 10.0 is used in the simulations. These selections of weightings results in closedloop poles at 0.43, 0.810.09 j ± , 0.37 ± , and 0.990.06 j ± , which are all within the unit circle. Further discussion on this subject can be found in [12] and [21] .
VII. Simulation Results
The controller. The reference trajectory is a repeating sequence of stairs. Although such trajectories may not exist in actual circumstances, nonetheless, the goal of such assumption is testing the designed controller in worst-case scenarios. In the next scenario, the wind disturbance and the measurement noise is applied to the model. As shown in Fig. 7 , the optimal preview controller is very sensitive to the external disturbance and noise and it not only yields intolerable error but also needs considerable time to damp disturbances. However, the result of the proposed 2 / HH ¥ robust controller in Fig. 8 shows the effectiveness of this strategy to track the reference trajectory and to attenuate external disturbances. Fig. 9 shows that the maximum tracking error is less than 20 m while the control effort is appropriate. Fig. 10 shows a generic trajectory (the piecewise linear path) resulted from solving the optimal trajectory problem as the desired trajectory. The waypoints are shown as small triangles. In order to produce a smooth trajectory, the Radial-Basis-Function (RBF) interpolation method [33] is used here. It is important to note that the trajectory is projected on a 2D plane since only the altitude of the UAV is controlled in this paper.
The controller enables the UAV to track this smooth reference trajectory with a negligible error.
VIII. Conclusion
In this paper, a terrain following control method for UAVs was described. The main goal was designing a longitudinal autopilot to track the reference trajectory. To this end, an 2 / HH ¥ robust controller was designed. The design process is two fold: the system identification and the robust controller design. The proposed controller methodology was successfully applied to vertical waypoint tracking for a nonlinear UAV model. Simulation results showed effectiveness of the proposed strategy as compared with the optimal preview controller to control the UAV to track the reference waypoints despite wind disturbances and measurement noises. 
